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One Month Left! Bundle and Save on
Jay Duke Virtual Lessons

Do you have students just starting out in the saddle and in need of great exercises
to build their basics? Then Jay Duke’s specially curated bundle of lessons,
“Beginner Lessons For Any Program” is the perfect tool to have in your kit! But this
lesson bundle, the latest element of Jay Duke's popular Virtual Lesson
Subscription Program, is only available for one more month. Download the bundle
now and use the exercises over and over again in the months to come! The
lesson bundles are a new element of Jay's innovative digital lesson service and
include monthly module bundles of specially-curated lessons designed for
speci!c stages of training. Lessons are delivered as a group via one-time e-mail
send and ready to travel straight to the ring.
What you get: One-time send of four specially curated lessons connected to the
current month’s module theme. This month’s theme is “Beginner Lessons For Any
Program.” This module is perfect for any lesson program and ideal for introducing
young or beginner riders to a proper foundation. Hurry! This bundle expires on
April 15, 2019.
Pricing: $80 per bundle
Stay Tuned: Each month, Jay will release a new bundle with themes ranging from
"Jumping Exercises for Young Horses" to "Fine Tune Your Hunter."

Subscribe Today

“Riding and training should not follow a
one-method-!ts-all approach. Every horse
is di"erent, every rider is di"erent, and their
speci!c expectations and goals are
di"erent. While the Virtual Lesson
Subscription Program has been popular
over the last 12 months, I wanted to
provide more of specialized experience,
and that led me to bundle di"erent aspects
and levels of training together for a more
tailored approach.” ~ Jay Duke

Limited Spring 2019
clinic dates still
available!
Jay's spring schedule still has a couple
openings left for clinics throughout
North America.
A range of packages are available, from
single to four-day sessions, featuring
training that draws on three decades of
experience. Each clinic includes a
sampling of Jay's extensive library of
"at, gymnastic, and jumping exercises.
With extensive !rst-hand knowledge of
the jumping discipline, Jay customizes
his clinics to meet the needs of any
level horse and rider.

More Information on Booking your Jay Duke Clinic
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